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Van Schaik is the leading retailer of academic books in Southern Africa with nearly a century of historical relationships with local publishers and international publishers’ local agents.

These relationships make it easier for Van Schaik to negotiate for any local texts to be converted into digital. Publishers are able to trust us to obey intellectual property rights and convey the necessity for quality digital reproduction of their printed texts.

As an independent company under the Medu Capital Group of companies, Van Schaik is able to leverage digitising capabilities should lecturers, course instructors or content managers such as university librarians, wish to digitise any authorised content for dissemination to students directly or through any Learning Management Systems (LMS) such as:

- Moodle
- Blackboard
- Canvas
- Sakai
- And more

**The World's #1 Digital Content Platform**

Van Schaik Bookstores has partnered with VitalSource, the leading supplier of eTextbooks, to provide our customers (students, professionals and institutions) with an unparalleled Africa-ready electronic option to access their academic materials.

As technology is continually evolving, Van Schaik has made a significant investment in ensuring our eTextbook solution meets the needs of both students and academics that may be faced with technical limitations based on internet access and device acquisition.

Our eTextbook solution is:

- Available across multiple devices, including iOS, Android and Amazon Fire
- Easy to read online and offline, with 100% anytime, anywhere access
- Fully interactive, with shareable notes and highlights

**VitalSource works with over 1,000 publishers to deliver a catalogue of 1+ million titles and is the most widely used digital content platform in the world.**

Van Schaik is the leading retailer of academic books in Southern Africa with nearly a century of historical relationships with local publishers and international publishers’ local agents.

These relationships make it easier for Van Schaik to negotiate for any local texts to be converted into digital. Publishers are able to trust us to obey intellectual property rights and convey the necessity for quality digital reproduction of their printed texts.

As an independent company under the Medu Capital Group of companies, Van Schaik is able to leverage digitising capabilities should lecturers, course instructors or content managers such as university librarians, wish to digitise any authorised content for dissemination to students directly or through any Learning Management Systems (LMS) such as:

- Moodle
- Blackboard
- Canvas
- Sakai
- And more

**USERS IN 241 COUNTRIES and territories**

**Apps localized in 37 LANGUAGES**

**7,000+ institutions**
VitalSource Bookshelf® is an interactive and smart academic eReader:

- Create and study from flashcards
- Practice using embedded formative assessments
- Bring information to life with interactive embedded media
- Create and sync bookmarks, notes or highlights from any device
- Search inside any book for a term or phrase
- Students can study anytime, anywhere with 100% offline access, along with universal online access which supports even the most basic “Facebook capable” handset.
- Should the need arise for hardware, Van Schaik has enlisted vetted suppliers of the most well-known devices, computers and mobile handsets for the purposes of the complete digital experience. Our suppliers have the capacity to offer warranties and “carry-in” customer care should the devices malfunction under normal use.

VitalSource’s commitment to accessibility is unrivaled

- Compatibility with screen readers, including JAWS, NVDA, SuperNova
- Easy navigation to seamlessly move between pages and sections with the Scrubber bar, linked table of contents, search function, and page numbers when available
- Built-in speech function with Read Aloud
- Content controls to read in comfort, from different fonts and sizes, to altering screen colours, including Night mode and magnification
- DRM employed for content security
- Conform to level AA of the Web Content Accessibility Guideline